
HOW COME THERE ARE NO PRIMARY CAMPAIGNS FOR LOCAL CANDIDATES & 

WHY CHALLENGERS COULD OFFSET THE CONTROL THE LOCAL POWER 

BOSSES CONTROL ON THE FALL GENERAL ELECTION?  

Sometime in the next week or so, candidates for the primary election must 

submit nominating petitions with signatures from their party's voters 

endorsing their run and allowing them to appear on the ballot for the 

Primary Election in June. 

BUT GUESS WHAT? 

We're certainly all not robots and we all don't have the same opinion on the 

issues that our party's candidates should pursue. 

Primary Elections are meant to PICK from 

multiple candidates, not simply endorse them. 

Otherwise, why have them? And, as far back as 

we can remember, there has not been a real 

challenger to any of the candidates that the Party 

Bosses put up in the race for a Township 

Committee seat. 

This year Mayor McMillan is re-running for his seat, hence he becomes the 

Neptune Democrat's choice. As of now, we have heard nothing about any 

Republican Candidates. 

BUT, ARE THOSE CHOICES OF A SELECT FEW; THE RIGHT CHOICES FOR THE 

VOTERS TO RUN IN THE FALL ELECTION?  

After all, in Presidential Campaigns, there are primary elections where 

VOTERS get to determine the party's candidate; not the heads of the national 

parties. That is of course, with the exception of a sitting President who is re-

running for a second term. 

Why is this? 

Often we hear that parties want to go into a fall election "united" with no 

bitter primary fight. So, the each party’s structure groups get to decide in 

“smoke filled rooms,” who you are voting on in November. 

But in the end, such may be self defeating… 

 

 



 

 

Think of it this way. Primary campaigns serve to define the heart and soul of 

a party. It's not just about WHO might be able to run an effective campaign. 

It's about the ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS that the majority of the voters of a 

particular party are most interested in seeing resolved. 

So, by having a select few pick a candidate; one can easily see how the parties 

engineer a candidate that voters may NOT be interested in. Only one 

candidate gets put on the Primary Ballot and the Primary Election serves 

only as an endorsement rather than as THE choice of the voters. 

An opportunity to create interest in the Fall 

Election as well clearly identify the BEST 

SOLUTIONS to the various issues that voters 

identify with gets lost.  

Worse, people become apathetic towards a less 

than stellar candidate and don't bother pitching 

in to help that candidate get elected. Why would 

they? After all, the candidate wasn't THEIR 

choice. They’ve got no stake in the game. 

But more importantly, if the PRIMARY candidates were talking to voters 

about issues and their solutions early in the process, maybe then those 

candidates might find people who are energetic about those solutions, we 

might create more interest in the election as well as find a way around the 

Mid Town Math Monopoly that continues to elect Democrats. 

OR is that something that runs counter to the goals of the Party Bosses who 

have their own agenda to play with a “closed” nominating process? 

Remember, there is a Coalition in Neptune that works behind the scenes; 

more often against the best interests of the voters. 

There’s only one way to find out if the system is stacked. 

THE SOLUTION? 

 

 

 



RUN PRIMARY CANDIDATES IN EACH PARTY! 

A few years back, there was a schism in the                                                                                

Wall Township Republican Party where                                                                  

"Independent Republicans" ran against                                                                              

"Regular Republicans." And, if our memory                                                                                

serves us correctly, some of those                                                                                 

"Independent Republicans" won seats                                                                                          

on the Township Committee. Those                                                                             

"Independent Republicans" ran because                                                                               

they had a different view of the direction                                                                                    

their party should proceed in. 

Primary candidates on the Democrat side of the aisle as well might lead to 

General Election candidates who might actually listen to the majority of the 

voter’s ideals rather than the “Tax & Spend” policies of the current 

Administration. 

One only has to look at Mayor Doherty in Belmar and Governor Cuomo in 

New York for examples of those Democrats moving closer to the mainstream. 

They are Democrats that get it and had the guts to cut their budgets, going 

against their own party’s conventional wisdom. 

The failure to field multiple primary candidates only furthers the feeling of 

the electorate that the cards are stacked against them. Equally so, the failure 

of both parties to engage in a “soul searching” their individual parties ideals 

and the best solutions to the problems leads to the fact that voters don’t see 

much of a difference between the two parties. In the end, Midtown Math 

equation continues to be a winning formula for the Democrats because 

people don’t know any better. 

Why? 

Because Republicans fail to show up at the polls out of apathy and 

Independents fail to become energized by really new ideas and end up 

helping to elect the Democrats. All that is left is for the Democrats to turn out 

their numbers in Midtown who vote blindly by party affiliation. 

And that scenario is a loosing proposition for Neptune. 

In the end, what you end up with is a Township Committee that is entirely 

populated by Democrats, Democrats that vote entirely the same on almost all 

issues. 

 



Remember, earlier we said that it was entirely impossible for all people in a 

town to be of the same opinion? 

Unfortunately, though; because of the lack of primary challengers and the 

opportunity for the BEST PEOPLE to float to the top of the barrel by engaging 

in the arena of ideas during the primary process; we end up with a Township 

Committee that thinks and votes as one. 

That’s NOT Good For THE PEOPLE’S Legislative Agenda. 

And you know what? It’s our own fault because we as voters are not engaged 

in the process or don’t give a damn because we have become jaded, thinking 

“why bother; politicians don’t care.” We just go thru the motions and accept 

what our local political leaders tell us. 

If you are adamant about issues, and think you 

have better solutions; why not step up and run as 

a candidate?  

For us here at NeptuneMatters, we came to the 

feeling that NeptuneMatters was the best way for 

us to go about helping further this kind of an 

agenda. 

However, for others with bold ideas, you might not win the primary this time; 

but at the least; YOUR solutions will have seen the light of day and others will 

pick up the ball. Maybe in time, your Party will “get it” as well. 

And who knows, if you work hard actually talking with the people before the 

primary, you just might win the primary after all! 

Think about that for next year… 

However, while it may be too late for Republican & Democrat primary 

challengers to put their names on the ballot for this year, there’s a stop gap 

solution to improve upon the selection we have to pick from in the fall… 

NEXT WEEK, INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES… 

PEOPLE AFTER OUR OWN HEARTS 

 


